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Compliance Library
Healthcare Fraud, Waste and Abuse v7

Reference Code:
BF10040
Overview:
This course has been updated to reflect current rules and regulations set forth by the Centers of
Medicare and Medicaid (CMS). This course incorporates the required elements from the two
CMS Part C and D plans courses-Medicare Parts C and D General Compliance Training and
Fraud and Abuse: Prevention, Detection and Reporting and Combating Medicare Parts C and D
Fraud, Waste and Abuse. The content discusses the federal law and different sets of federal
regulations regarding healthcare fraud, waste and abuse, as well as the penalties associated
with violations.
Key differences this year:
● All new graphics and mobile-friendly design
● Reviewed regulations and terminology by SME / lawyer focused on healthcare
compliance law
Course Length:
20 minutes
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Annual Healthcare Compliance Refresher v2

Reference Code:
BF10051
Overview:
This course provides current information related to an effective compliance program for
clinicians, their employees and contractors. After completing the course, you will understand the
components of the compliance program related to: fraud and abuse, proper billing of services
for Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries, patient privacy and security - HIPAA and Occupational
and Safety Health Administration, otherwise known as OSHA, as well as the basics of major
health care laws.
Key differences this year:
● All new graphics and mobile-friendly design
● Reviewed regulations and terminology by SME / lawyer focused on healthcare
compliance law
Course Length:
30 minutes
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Attestation: CMS' FWA and Compliance Training v2

Reference Code:
BF10093
Overview:
This course will introduce you to the two parts to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) training, Combating Medicare Part C and D Fraud, Waste and Abuse (FWA)
and Medicare Parts C and D General Compliance training.
Key differences this year:
● All new graphics and mobile-friendly design
● Reviewed regulations and terminology by SME / lawyer focused on healthcare
compliance law
Course Length:
15 minutes
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Other Important Information
We will be removing BF85000 - ICD-10 Preparedness Curriculum V4 from our library and will no
longer be updating this title. For anyone currently using this title, they can continue to assign
and complete the course.
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